Abstract. let Uz be the universal norm distribution and M a fixed power of prime p, by using the double complex method employed by Anderson, we study the universal Kolyvagin recursion occurred in the canonical basis in the cohomology group H 0 (Gz , Uz/M Uz) as given in Ouyang [6] . We furthermore show that the universal Kolyvagin recursion implies the Kolyvagin recursion in the theory of Euler systems (Theorem 4.5.4, Rubin [8]). One certainly hopes this could lead a new way to find new Euler systems.
Introduction
Let F be a finite real abelian extension of Q. Let M be an odd positive integer. For every squarefree positive integer r the prime factors of which are congruent to 1 modulo M and split completely in F, the corresponding Kolyvagin class κ r ∈ F × /F × M satisfies a remarkable and crucial recursion which for each prime number ℓ dividing r determines the order of vanishing of κ r at each place of F above ℓ in terms of κ r/ℓ . In the note [2] , Anderson and Ouyang gave the recursion a new and universal interpretation with the help of the double complex method. Namely, the recursion satisfied by Kolyvagin classes is shown to be the specialization of a universal recursion independent of F satisfied by the universal Kolyvagin classes in the group cohomology of the universal ordinary distribution.
In the note [2] , the question of whether such kind of Kolyvagin recursion holds or not for the universal Euler systems is raised. The goal of this paper to answer this question.
Let X be a totally ordered set(in application, elements in X are often prime ideals in a number field K). Let Z be the set of formal products of elements in X. Let O be the integer ring of a number field or a local field with characteristic 0 and T a free O-module. For every element z ∈ Z, let x n be the x-part of z for x ∈ X and x | z. We associate z with a group G z = x|z G x n and a T [G z ]-module U z , a universal model satisfying certain distribution relations. This module U z is called the universal norm distribution of level z, a generalization of the universal ordinary distribution of Kubert [3] and the universal Euler system of Rubin [8] . A special case of the universal norm distribution was first introduced in Ouyang [5] . The more general case was defined and studied in Ouyang [6] . Suppose M is a nonzero element in O dividing the order of all G x n , then the double complex method(see for example Anderson [1] and Ouyang [4] ) produces a canonical basis for the cohomology group H * (G z , U z /M U z ) as a free T /M Tmodule. In particular, the canonical basis of H 0 (G z , U z /M U z ) can be given as {c y : y | z, y squarefree}. Moreover, one can consider H 0 (G z/x n , U z/x n /M U z/x n ) as a subgroup of H 0 (G z , U z /M U z ) with T /M T -basis {c y : y | z x n , y squarefree}. In this paper, we first find a natural and well defined map
We then show that ∆ x maps c xy to c y and c y to 0 for xy a squarefree factor of z by the double complex method. Acting ∆ xi consequently, we thus obtain a sequence of elements in H 0 (G z , U z /M U z ). We thus say that the family consisting of classes {c y } satisfies the universal Kolyvagin recursion. In addition, we show that the family of the original Kolyvagin classes(i.e., the cocycles which map to D r ξ r as in Rubin [7] ) also satisfies the universal Kolyvagin recursion.
Now given a number field K and a p-adic representation T of G K with coefficients in O, the universal norm distribution U z in this situation becomes the universal Euler system, for which Rubin introduced and studied extensively in Chapter 4 of [8] , resulting the proof of the celebrated Theorem 4.5.4 there. If let ξ be a
. Theorem 4.5.4 then states that the family of the Kolyvagin classes satisfies an important recursive relation, which is essential to the effectiveness of Euler system. We call this recursion the Kolyvagin recursion. We show that the universal Kolyvagin recursion implies the Kolyvagin recursion in Theorem 4.7.
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Review about the universal norm distribution
We first give a brief review of the results in Ouyang [6] .
2.1. The universal norm distribution. Let X be a given totally ordered set. Let Y be the set of all squarefree formal products of elements in X, Let Z be the set of all (finite or infinite) formal product of elements in X. Elements in X will be denoted by x, x ′ and be called primes, elements in Y will be denoted by y, y ′ etc and elements in Z will be denoted by z, z ′ , w and z. Moreover, y, y ′ and w will usually assumed to be finite (i.e., finite product of x ∈ X) and z will assume to be infinite.
For every z ∈ Z, the support of z is the unique elementz ∈ Y such that if x | z then x |z. For every z ∈ Z, a stalk of z is a factor z ′ | z satisfying gcd(z ′ , z/z ′ ) = 1 and is denoted by z ′ | s z. Fix z, for each y |z, let z(y) be corresponding stalk of z whose support is y. Let v x (z) be the integer n such that x n = z(x). For every z ∈ Z, G z is an abelian group which is the direct product of G z(x) for all x | z. Furthermore, for every z ′ | z, G z ′ is a subgroup of G z and hence also a quotient of G z . For any z ′ | z and g ∈ G z , Let g z ′ denote the restriction of g to G z ′ . For each pair x ∈ X and z ∈ Z, the Frobenius element Fr x is a given element in G z whose restriction to G x is the identity.
Let O be an integral domain and let Φ be its fractional field. Let T be a fixed torsion free finitely generated O-module. For each x ∈ X, a polynomial
is chosen corresponding to x. 
where ω is as defined as
Then the complex (L
We call the complex (L where deg w = x|w v x (w). We equip K
For every x | z, we equip K
, and with G z -equivariant differentials δ x of bidegree (0, 1) by the rule
then d is a differential of bidegree (1, 0) and δ is of bidegree (0, 1) and d and δ are anticommute.
z be the single total complex of this double complex. LetK
• z be the quotient of free T -module generated by {[a, w], a ∈ A z ,w |z} modulo relations generated by 
is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus it induces isomorphisms between H * (K
and let K z (z ′ ) be the submodule generated by
The canonical basis for
Then S z /M S z is a submodule of K z /M K z which is also d− and δ− stable and thus is a subcomplex of K z /M K z with respect to the multi-complex structure of
The homomorphism ρ M is a quasi-isomorphism as claimed in Ouyang [6] . Every element [1, y, y] for y finite and dividing z in Q z /M Q z thus induces a 0-cocycle in K z /M K z and henceforth induces a cocycle in
We call it the canonical basis.
The universal Kolyvagin Recursions
3.1. The Kolyvagin conditions. In this section, we fix an infinite z ∈ Z. we write
Assume the following Kolyvagin conditions hold:
• There exists M ∈ O such that M | |G x | and M | p(x; 1) for every x | z. We fix M here after.
• The group G z(x) is cyclic for every x | z.
• The homomorphism γ z(x) : U z/z(x) → U z/z(x) has a trivial kernel for every x | z. Following the first two assumptions, we can and hence will apply the results in § 2. If we let n x = Norm(x) and let
x ). When p(x; t) is coming from certain characteristic polynomial in a p-adic representation, then γ z(x) can be shown to satisfy the last assumption. See Lemma 4.6 in § 4 for more details.
3.2. The submodule I x of U. Let x | z be given. We define
to be the T [G]-submodule generated by all elements of U represented by the expressions of the form
When the dependence on z is needed to emphasize, we write I x as I x,z . Note that
is exact where the map U z/z(x) → U/I x is that induced by the inclusion of U z/z(x) ⊂ U.
Proof. We consider the complex homomorphism
The mapping cone of γ z(x) is just the complex
From homological algebra, we know there exists the following exact sequence 
-submodule of L generated by all elements of the form
It is easy to verify that Σ ′ is short exact. The two complexes Σ and Σ ′ are actually isomorphic: just let the two side maps be the identities and let the middle map from L
• /L ′ to Cone • be given by
) is concentrated in degree 0, the long exact sequence of G/G z(x) -modules deduced from Σ ′ by taking d-cohomology has at most four nonzero terms and after making the evident identifications takes the form
where the map U z/z(x) → U/I x is that induced by the inclusion U z/z(x) ⊂ U. By the assumption of the Kolyvagin conditions, we have
whence the result.
Theorem 3.2. For every prime number x dividing z there exists a unique homomorphism
for all a ∈ U representing a class in
for all finite z | s z and divisible by x.
Proof. Put
M mod I x . Fix a finite z | s z and divisible by x. To prove the proposition it is enough to prove the following three claims:
(
We turn to the proof of the first claim. Only the containment ⊂ requires proof; the containment ⊃ is trivial. Suppose we are given (a, b) ∈ C ∩ (M U × B). Then γx(b) M ∈ I x ∩ U z/z(x) and hence by Proposition 3.1 there exists c ∈ U z/z(x) such that γ x (b) = M γ x (c). It follows that b = M c. Thus the first claim is proved. The second claim follows immediately from the first.
We turn finally to the proof of the third claim. Let
be the unique homomorphism such that
for all x | z ′ | s z. For each prime number x dividing z, recall that
is the unique homomorphism such that
for all x ∤ z ′ . Note that β z(x) commutes with λ z(x ′ ) for x ′ = x and that the composite homomorphism β z(x) λ z(x) induces the endomorphism γ z(x) of A z/z(x) . Choose a lifting a ∈ A z of a. By hypothesis there exists an identity
and hence also an identity
Then the element b ∈ U z/z(x) represented by b x has the desired property, namely that (a, b) ∈ C. Thus the third claim is proved and with it the result.
The universal Kolyvagin recursion. We say that a family of classes
indexed by finite y |z satisfies the universal Kolyvagin recursion if the following conditions hold for all finite y |z and primes x | z: One has
for all primes x ′ | z distinct from x. One has
For every finite z dividing z one has
The action of ∆ x therefore passes to
and in the limit to where all the sums are extended over pairs (y, w) consisting of finite y | z and w withw | z. Let β z(x) : A z → A z/z(x) be as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. By hypothesis one has an identity 0 =
and hence also an identity 0 =
Let a ∈ U r be the element represented by c 1,1 and let b ∈ U z/z(x) be the element represented by c x,x . One the one hand, the class of
. But on the other hand, one has Proof. Clear. 
Proof. Fix a finite y | z, let z = z(y). Let
be the prime factorization of y. One then has
and hence
The original Kolyvagin classes.
For any x | z, we let
Then one has
In particular,
The above identity tells us two things. First, by induction, we see that ( 
is fixed by G z(y) and hence is a 0-cocycle. Secondly, we see that 
Remark 3.7. 1. The classesc ′ y are the original classes used in the study of Euler system. The above Theorem 3.6 is a generalization of Theorem B in Ouyang [4] . The proof here is following the proof of Theorem B given at the end of AndersonOuyang [2] . 
The Kolyvagin recursion in Euler systems
In this section, we apply the results in the previous section to show that a family satisfying the universal Kolyvagin recursion maps to a family satisfying the Kolyvagin recursion in an Euler system. We shall follow heavily Chapter 4 of Rubi's book [8] , which is actually the main motivation for this paper. Many results there will be introduced here without proof. We first give a brief review of the definition of the universal Euler system according to Rubin. 4.1. The universal Euler system and the Euler system. Let K be a fixed number field. Let p be a fixed rational prime number. Let Φ be a finite extension of Q p and let O be the ring of integer of Φ. Let T be a p-adic representation of G K with coefficients in O. Assume that T is unramified outside a finite set of primes of
for every finite extension L of K.
Fix an ideal N of K divisible by p and by all primes where T is ramified. Let X be the set of all primes x of K which is prime to N and K(x) = K(1), where K(x) is the ray class field of K modulo x and K(1) is the Hilbert class field of K. Then Y is the set of squarefree products of primes in X and Z is the set of formal products of primes in X. Let K(x n ) be the ray class field of K modulo x n . Class field theory tells us that G x n = Gal(K(x n )/K (1)) is a cyclic group and
With the above X, Y , Z, O, Φ and p(x; t), the corresponding universal norm distribution U F,z (related to F ) is called the universal Euler system of level (F, z). In application, we only need a certain infinite subset X F,M of X with elements x satisfying the following conditions:
Hereafter, the pair (F, z) will always mean that z is finite and every x | z is inside X F.M . An Euler system is now a G K -homomorphism ξ :
The following Proposition is crucial to the definition of Kolyvagin classes: 
Proof. See Rubin [8] , Proposition 4.4.8, page 87.
From Proposition 4.1, for any element c ∈ H
, independent of the choice ofc. We denote by κ the map c → δ
, thus p(x; t) ≡ Q x (t)(t − 1) (mod M ), and Q x (t) is uniquely determined by the congruence relation since t − 1 is not a zero divisor
We say that a family of classes {κ y ∈ H 1 (F, W M ) : y finite, y |z} satisfies the Kolyvagin recursion if for every finite y |z and x | y, the following formula
We see that Theorem 4.5.4 in Rubin [8] essentially showed that the family {κ(D y [z(y)])} satisfies the Kolyvagin recursion.
The universal Kolyvagin recursion implies the Kolyvagin recursion.
We first gather a few lemmas from Rubin [8] :
Proof. See Rubin [8] , Lemma 4.1.2(iv), page 77.
Proof. See Rubin [8] , Lemma 4.7.1, page 98. 
for every prime ω in F (z) above x.
Proof. See Rubin [8] , Corollary 4.8.1, page 102.
With the choice of r x (t) in Lemma 4.5, one then has γ z(x) = p(x; n x Fr Proof. We only need to show that for any finite z | s z, γ z(x) : U z/z(x) → U z/z(x) is an injection. In this case, Fr −1
x induces a linear transformation from U z/z(x) ⊗ O Φ to itself, whose eigenvalues λ has (logarithmic) discrete value 0 at every places above x. Since p(x; t) ∈ O[t], then except the constant term 1, other terms in p(x; n x Fr −1 x ) have discrete value no less than the discrete value of n x , which is bigger than 0. Thus any eigenvalue of γ z(x) can't be zero and the linear transformation γ z(x) is injective. [8] . We sincerely hope that our more abstract construction could lead to pursue new Euler systems.
Finally we have
Remark 4.9. In the special case T = Z p (1), we see first that p(x; t) = 1 − t for every prime x. The elements κ(c) ∈ H 1 (F, W M ) for c ∈ H 0 (G, U z /M U z ) are elements inside F × /F ×M . Anderson and Ouyang have studied this case thoroughly in the note [2] .
